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AN INVENTORY OF OREGON COUNTY LAND USE M&PS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE STANDARDIZATION

ABSTRACT.

An inventory of existing land use maps developed by

Oregon county planning departments has been made through use of
questionnaires and interviews

The degree of consistency has

been examined with regard to the types of base maps, scales,
projections, base information, and classification schemes
employed.

Recommendations have been made for standardization

of county land use data for future statewide planning programs.

INTRODUCTION

A prime prerequisite for wise use of land is information on
existing land use patterns.

For years, numerous governmental agen-

cies have collected data concerning land use, but for the most part
these efforts have been made independently.1

Without some degree of

coordination much of the potential usefulness of existing data between
one area and another or between one time period and another is lost
because the data are not compatible.
situations

As Marion Clawson described the

"In a way it is comparable to the confusion that exists

in any country with several gauges of railway track, each may serve
locally in adequate fashion, but as a system they are seriously
deficient
Various types of data collected by the federal government have
already achieved a degree of standardization.

These include for

example soil surveys, collection of weather data, and the system
of topographic mapping.

As the demand for land for conflicting uses

continues, similar cooperation in land use inventories at all
governmental levels will become even more evident.
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PROBLEM

A program of statewide planning was instituted in Oregon in
1973 with land use policy legislation and the formation of the Land
Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC).

The nineteen land

use planning goals adopted by the commission are to be implemented
through comprehensive plans required of each planning jurisdiction
The commission has stated in goal two that inventories,

in Oregon.

such as maps shQwing present land use, are needed as the basis for
policies and other decisions set forth in the comprehensive plans.3
However, no guidelines have been given to direct this inventory
process.

As a result, the format of the data collected by the

various jurisdictions may not be similar.

Without this similarity,

interjurisdictional coordination of data becomes difficult.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this research are as follows:
1) to inventory, at the county level, the formats used to map
present land uses in Oregon;

2) to determine the extent of consistency among counties; and
3) to provide suggestions for coordination of land use data.

BACKGROUND
Rational decisions in land use planning often require looking
beyond jurisdictional boundaries.

The need for regional scale

planning was recognized in Oregon with the establishment of the
Councils of Governments (COG' s) authorized by state legislature in
1968.

COG's were designed to cope with issues involving more than

one county.

As a hypothetical problem, suppose a COG is faced with
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determining the land use alonga river under study for scenic
designation.

What sort of problems might the COG face in coord-

inating the data mapped by the various jurisdictions through which
the river flows?

Projections

Inherent in the construction of a map is the use of a projection
which transforms the surface of a sphere to a plane surface

This

transformation introduces some unavoidable distortions in directions,
distances, areas, and shapes.4
result

in

different distortions.

The use of different projections will
With this feature in mind, pro-

jections can be employed to suit the purpose of the map.

For example,

U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps use a polyconic projection
which distorts both area and angles, yet permits generally accurate
distance measurements for small areas.5

Mercator projections are

commonly used for navigation charts because any straight line on the
map represents a line of constant bearing or rhuinb line.

As a con-

sequence of this property, however, large areas in middle and high
latitudes appear misshapen and enlarged.6

When data must be compiled

from maps employing dissimilar projections, fitting the data together
can become difficult and often requires gross generalization.

Itis

important, therefore, that the type of projection employed as base
maps by the counties involved in the analysis of land uses be standardized for accurate coordination of data.

/

Scales

The scale of a map is the ratio of distance on the map to the
corresponding distance on the ground.

Naps can employ a variety of

scales, each with a corresponding level of detail.

This inherent

a particular projection at a given scale, selected background elements
These vary according to the purpose of

are included on base maps.
the map.

For example, on some maps the entire system of roads might

be necessary to convey a desired message.
only major highways may be needed.

In other cases, perhaps

Under the broad topic of land

use, a variety of base features may or may not be included at the
discretion of the individual counties.

If the maps are used for

intracounty purposes alone, these differences in base information
The difficulty involves coordination when

would not cause problems.

different background features have been omitted, particularly features
which can serve as locational references.

Classification of Data
Classification is a process of generalization that sorts data
into categories or classes

Classification schemes can employ

different scales of measurement .9

Typically, most classification

of land. use employs nominal scaling with equivalence implied among the
various categories.

For particular land uses, however, ordinal

scaling is commonly used.

For example, industrial land may be

classified as light, moderate, or heavy and roads classified by
degree of improvement.

The use of interval and ratio scaling is

uncommon in classification of land use.

The level of classification will depend upon the degree of
detail of the base data.

Multiple levels permit increased mapping

accuracy and complexity.

For example, the land use and land cover

classification scheme devised by the U.S. Geological Survey for use
with remote sensor data outlines the more generalized first and second
level categories.

It is left open-ended to allow flexibility at the

more specific third and fourth levels.10
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A PORTION OF THE LAND USE AND LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION

TABLE 1.

SYSTEM FOR USE WITh REM(YTE SENSOR DATA

Level 1

1

Urban or Built-up Land

Level 2

11

ResidentIal

17

2 Agricultural Land

21

Cropland and Pasture

2k
3

Rangeland

31

Herbaceous Rangeland

33
L.

Forest Land

ki

Deciduous Forest Land

11.3

5

Water

51

Streams and Canals

5k

6 Wetland

61

Forested Wetland

62 Nonforested Wetland
7

Barren Land.

71

Dry Salt Flats

77
8

Tundra

81

Shrub and Brush Tundra

85
9

Perennial Snow and Ice

Sources

91

Perennial $nowfields

92

Glaciers

James R. Anderson, op. cit., footnote 1, p. 8.

The greater the detail of classification used, the more flexibility
in manipulating the data.

This factor is particularly important in

regard to coordination of data.

It is always possible to go from more

detailed to less detailed categories, but never possible to reverse
this process without additional data.

Classification schemes will vary with the particular needs of
the user.

As stated by Clawson:

man's prime concern."11

"One man's miscellany is another

With counties left to devise land use

classification schemes individually, their concern would und.oubtably
be with their unique situations.

Uniformity which might occur in

this case would only be by chance.

The major problem

in

coordination of classified land uses is not

the lack of uniformity, per se, but the lack of precisely defined
categories.

Fundamental to any classification scheme is the initial
In the

criteria used to designate the distinctions between classes.

case of existing land use, what precisely determines land use must be
defined.

Is it the human activity associated with individual parcels?

If so, is the amount of activity per unit area, or intensity, considered
part of the criteria?

What about the physical land cover?

Once this

criteria has been determined, individual categories of land use can
be designated.

Complete definitions of these categories are essential

for coordination.

For example, intensity designations such as light,

moderate, and heavy use are meaningful only if defined in standardized, quantitative terms.

Whether or not and to what extent these problems of data
coordination apply to Oregon counties is the emphasis of this research.

RESEARCH DESIGN

An inventory of mapping formats used by county planning
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departments in Oregon was conducted through use of questionnaires
(Figure 2).

counties.

The questionnaires were mailed to all but five of the
The remaining counties including Multnoniah, Linn, Benton,

Kiarnath, and Lincoln were interviewed.

These counties were selected

to represent a cross-section of the population densities, economic
activities, and physiographic conditions found in the state.
Responses to the questionnaire were received from twentynine of the thirty-six counties.

Answers to questions one through

five have been presented in matrix format (Appendix A).

Consistency

among counties has been determined by the occurrence of a particular
response as a percentage of the number of counties, and in some cases
as a percentage of the total number of responses.

Findings and

suggestions are discussed in the following sections.

F;]

1.

What is the source of the map used. as a base for the existing

land use information?
a)

U.S.G.S. topographic map

b)

U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service map

c)

U.S. Forest Service map

d)

State Forest Service map

e)

State Dept. of Transportation highway map

f)

State Dept. of Revenue cadastral map

g)

aerial photographs

h)

other, please specify

2.

What is the scale of the base map?

3.

Please state the type of map projection, if known.

.

5.

What features are included on the base map?
a)

roads:

b)

property lines

c)

township, range, and section lines

d)

hydrography

e)

other topographic features, such as hills

f)

contours

g)

other, please specify

state

county

improved

unimproved

Briefly describe the classification scheme used to map the
existing land uses, or

Figure 2.

if

possible, include a copy of the legend.

A portion of the questionnaire sent to all counties in
Oregon.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Question One:

Base Maps
TABLE 2.

RESPONSES TO QUESTION ONE

Base maps

Percentage of

Percentage of

employed

total counties *

total responses

a)

topographic

55

20

b)

soils

3L1

12

c)

U.S. forest

21

8

d)

State forest

10

e)

highway

59

21

f)

cadastral

45

16

g)

photographs

52

19

*

Total counties refers to the twenty-nine counties responding to
the questionnaire.

A suitable base map is important to the total meaning of a map.
It provides a locational frame of reference for the distribution
being mapped.12

Responses to question one illustrate that no single

base map stands out as the prominently used. source by county planning

departments (Figure 3).

the twenty-nine counties

Multiple sources were listed by nineteen of

This suggests that the sources listed

have relative advantages and disadvantages for the purpose of mapping
present land use data.
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(1:2k,000).

The U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service maps delineate

soil boundaries and vary in scale from area to area

The general.

soil maps are conunonly supplemented by photobased soils maps at a

scale of one inch to approximately 1700 feet (1 20,000).

The

Forest Service maps, both national and state, vary in scale and
provide coverage of publicly owned forests.

The State Department

of Transportation general highway maps provide coverage on a county
basis and also vary in scale.

Supplemental to these general highway

maps are semi-controlled photomaps at a scale of one inch to 1500
feet (1:18,000).

In terms of the base information contained on each of these
five source, the differences are few.

The major differences can

be summarized by stating that topographic maps contain contours
and soils maps delineate soil types.

The differences, therefore,

appear mainly in terms of their respective areal coverages and scales.
This offers an explanation for their duplicate listing by counties
responding to the questionnaire.
The Department of Revenue cadastral maps are unique in their
function of identifying land parcels.

They provide coverage of

a.].]. counties in Oregon at a scale of one inch to 2000 feet
(1:2L1.,000), and at various larger scales.

The large scales vary

according to the extent of development in any given area, ranging
from one inch to 100 feet (1:1200) to one inch to 800 feet (1:9600),
with one inch to

OO feet (i:Ll.800) being the most common.

projection used is an equirectangular or plane chart.

The

Roadways,

major hydrographic features, and congressional survey lines ae
also designated on these maps.

i.2

The last source listed in question one is aerial photographs.

Aerial photographs can be used simply as sources of information
or serve directly as bases for ma:pping present land use.

The

difference in production time and cost can often be considerable
between photomaps and conventional map5.1

Orthophotomaps refer

to photos which have been rectified to fit the projection system
of a planimetric map and. contain information delineated directly
on the photo.

Aerial photographs can vary in scale and, therefore,

will vary in areal coverage.

Question Two:

Scales
TABLE 3.

RESPONSES TO QUESTION TWO

Scales

Percentage of

Percentage

employed

total counties

total responses

1:1200

2

1:2400

10

6

i48OO

45

24

196OO

14

8

1:12000

24

13

1:20000

7

4

1:24000

24

13

1:30000

3

2

1:48000

7

4

1:62500

21

12

1:80000

3

2

1:125000

21

11

13

Responses to question two indicate a large variation in scales
used by county planning departments to map existing land use data
(Table

3).

Multiple scales were listed by twenty-four percent of

the counties, thirty-one percent listed two scales, and forty-five
percent listed use of one scale.

The most commonly employed scale

was one inch to 400 feet (1:4800), or the large scale conunonly
associated with cadastral maps.

by

only

three counties.

It was listed as the single scale

Two possible reasons are:

1) the large

scale was used for gathering and storage of data, with smaller
scale(s) used for display purposes; or 2) individual portions of
counties may be mapped. at different scales, e.g. the more developed

areas at large scales to show greater detail.

Question Three:

Projections

Only seventeen percent of the twenty-nine counties responded
to question three (Appendix A).

From responses to question one,

however, the type of projection employed by the counties could be
determined.

Fifty-five percent of the counties use base maps

employing polyconic projections.

Cadastral base maps, or equi-

rectangular projections, are used by ten percent of the counties.
The remaining thirty-five percent of the counties use both types of
projections.

The spatial distribution of the projections employed

reveals a lack of consistency among neighboring counties (Figure 4).

Types of Projections Employed
polyconic
flequirectangular

polyconic &
equirec tangular

no response

FIG. 4. Distribution of projection usage.
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Question Four:

Base Information
TABLE 4.

Base features employed

a)

RESPONSES TO QUESTION FOUR

Percentage of total counties

road system:
state

100

county

100

improved

72

unimproved

55

b)

property lines

72

c)

township/range

86

d)

hydrography

76

e)

topography

31

f)

contours

28

According to responses to question four, certain base information
is generally designated on county land use maps.

This information

includes the transportation network - particularly state and. county
roads, property lines, congressional survey lines, and hydrography.
The responses indicate that topographic features, such as hills, and
contours are considered relatively unimportant background. for

existing land use maps.

Other base features not designated on the

questionnaire but listed by some counties include city boundaries,
transmission lines, and irrigation ditches.

Question Five:

Classification Schemes

No two classification schemes of existing land use listed by
the twenty-nine counties are exactly alike (Appendix A).

Certain

16

categories such as commercial, industrial, agricultural, and public
lands are commonly listed by counties; yet, the overall variation in
classes is great.

Only fifteen percent of the responding counties

indicate use of two level classification schemes.

None 01' the

responses include specific definitions of the categories used. to
map existing land. use.

Summary
A summary of the findings demonstrates the overall lack of
consistency among inventoried land use data at the county level in
Oregon.

No single base map, scale, or classification scheme is

used. predominantly by the counties.

The base information included

on the land use maps contains the greatest similarity, particularly
with the use of state and county roads as locational references.

RECOMINDATIONS
Although standardization of county planning department land use
maps in Oregon is now probably economically unfeasible, recommendations can be made with regards to future programs of statewide
planning.

Suggestions especially can be made concerning the choice

of a base for mapping land use information.

Assuming land use is

defined by the human activities associated with individual parcels
of land, then the cadastral map with the parcel as the basic mapping
unit is a particularly appropriate base map

If all counties

use a standardized base map for recording land use data, problems
associated with projection adjustments will not occur with interjurisdictional data coordination.

Data should be gathered and stored at a standardized, large

scale, e.g. one inch to 400 feet (i48OO).

Although the large scale

3-7

maps would be inappropriate for displaying land. use data for the

counties as a whole, data collected at the large scale would ensure
a standardized level of accuracy from which subsequent smaller scale
maps could be generalized.

The scale of these display maps should

be left to the discretion and needs of the individual counties.
There are certain advantages, however, to using a standardized
scale for mapping even within individual counties.

Basic map

information may be categorized as to type and maps built
fashion using overlays.15

in

a modular

For example, property lines, congressional

survey lines, base features such as the transportation network and
hydrography, and land use information could all be mapped as separate
This method is particularly useful when a number of maps

overlays.

depicting different attributes of the same area are required, such as
with county planning.

Mapping effort can be reduced since once

overlays are compiled they can be reused any number of times.
and money is also saved when revision becomes necessary.

Time

Specific

flaps requiring updating can be changed without reconstruction of
the entire map.
of color

in

In addition, the overlay method parallels the use

map reproduction along with being well suited to automatic

data processing.16 Orthophotomaps, extensively recognized for their
inherent advantages as base maps, also provide good bases for this
method of mapping

17 They are especially useful at public hearings

when individuals are concerned with the location of specific sites.
Standardization of base information on county land use maps is
also recommended.

The correct amount of base information is important

to the overall clarity of a map.

Without adequate information,

locational misconceptions can occur.

However,

if

a map becomes

cluttered with nonessential data, the visual impact can be lost

18
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As shown by the responses to question four in the previous section,
certain background information is deemed important by county planning
departments in mapping land use data.

This information includes the

transportation network, property lines, congressional survey lines,
and hydrography.
less important.

Topographic features and contours are considered
Additional base information such as the depth and.

width of drainage features, and the high and low water levels may
be useful to include

if

not designated on separate maps

19

The

background information included on smaller scale display maps should
again be left to the discretion of the individual counties.

The

smaller scales will limit the amount of detail possible to include,
however, adequate references are still important particularly when
maps are used for public presentation purposes.
Land use inventories can be made by several methods, with
varying degrees of detail and accuracy.

For example, data can be

obtained from previously mapped sources, inspection of aerial
photographs, direct observation on the ground, and through interviews of individual land owners.

Data obtained from whatever source

should be recorded separately for each parcel of land and with a
maximum degree of detail

20

Parcels would include separately owned

tracts of land, as well as commonly owned tracts with different
uses.

Maximum detail provides greater accuracy for conveying the

information.

Classification schemes are generally devised with

separate levels for varying degrees of detail (Table 1).

The greater

the detail of the data, the higher the level of classification possible.
Subsequent classification can be generalized if less detail is desired
or data can be recombined to meet specific needs.

As previously stated, the major problem

in

coordination of
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classified land use data is not the lack of uniformity, but instead
the lack of precisely defined classes.

Specific meanings must be

assigned to every category including general terms such as forest,
urban, and agricultural land.

For example, forest as defined for

'use with the U.S.G.S. classification scheme includes lands with a
tree-crown areal density of ten percent or more, along with lands
from which trees have been removed to less than ten percent crown
closure but which have not been developed for other uses.

If

coordination of land use data is to occur, standardized definitions
must be assigned to every land. use category employed by the counties.

Whereas there may or may not be one ideal system for land use
classification, there are definite advantages to adoption of a
uniform system by all county planning departments.

Two of the most

common land use classification schemes are the Standard Land Use
Code developed by the U.S. Urban Renewal Administration and the
Bureau of Public Roads, and. the Land Use and Land Cover Classifica-

tion Scheme for Use with Remote Sensor Data developed by the U.S.
Geological Survey.

The U.S.G.S. system employs a resource oriented

approach in contrast to the human orientation of the Standard Land
Use Code.22 The Standard Land. Use Code assigns seven of the nine
first level categories to human related uses of the land., which

according to the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture comprised less than five percent of the total land
area in the United States in 1969 (Table

)

The U.S.G.S.

classification scheme assigns only one first level category to human
oriented uses allowing for more wide spread application, particularly
for less developed areas such as counties.

Another important advantage

of the U.S.G.S. system is the open-ended categories at the more

20

detailed third and fourth levels (Table i).

Counties undoubtedly

vary in their needs for classifying land. use data.

The U.S.G.S.

system provides compatibility together with flexibility to meet
individual county needs.

TABLE 5.

STANDARD LAND USE CODE

Level 1

1

Residential

2

Manufacturing

3

Manufacturing

Li.

Transportation, communications, and utilities

5

Trade

6

Services

7

Cultural, entertainment, and recreation

8

Resource production and extraction

9

Undeveloped land and. water areas

Source:

Standard land use coding

manuals

1965, p.29.

Presentation of land use data can also be standardized among
counties.

A numerical system, with the number of digits equal to

the classification level, has been employed by both the Standard
Land Use Code and the U.S.G.S. scheme (Tables 1 and 5).

This

method of identification can be used directly on the land use maps.

By employing a separate color for the first level categories, rapid
visual interpretation can be made for the planning area as a whole.2
All of these recommendations for standardization of land use
inventories have been made with regard to county planning departments.

21

As demonstrated by the example of Oregon, when counties are left
to devise land use inventOries on their own, similarities of the
data format do not always occur.

In order for states to develop

complete programs of comprehensive statewide planning, specifications for standardization of land use data must be outlined, along

with the actual planning objectives.
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QU]STIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

BENTON

CLACKAMAS

CLATSOP

COLUMBIA

a,b,e,

a,b,e,g

1:4,800
1:62,500

1:24,000

1:211.,000

a,b,c,f,
g
1:4,800
1:24,000

fir2

n/i.

fir

n/i.

a,b,c,d

a,b,c

a,b,c

X

X

X

X

X
X

1.

base maps

f

2.

scales

1:12,000

3.

projection

4.

base infor- a,b,d.
mation

5.

categories:
commercial
industrial
urban
residential
urban
rural
sing. family
mult. family
recreation/
parks
public
vacant
agriculture
forest
range
other:

X

X
X

X

X
X

2
3

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

floodplain

orcharcl.s

specifi
sites

1

X
X

X

X
resi. ag.
forest/ag.
suburban
resi.
diked land
marsh
specific
sites

rural
suburban

Answers to questions one and. four refer to the letters used in
the questionnaire.
fl/f refers to no response

Specific sites refers to such land uses as airports, hospitals,
churches, and schools.
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

COOS

CROOK

CURRY

DESCHUS

1.

base maps

a,e,f,g

a-g

e

a

2.

scales

1z4,800

1:24,000
primarily

1:62,500

1:12,000

3.

projection

fir

polyconic

fir

polyconic

Li.

base infor- a,b,c,d,f
mation

a,b,c,e,f

a,c,d

a,c ,d,e ,f

5.

categories: fir
commercial
industrial
urban
residential
urban

fir

n/r

n/r

rural
sing. family
mult. family
recreation/
parks
public
vacant
agriculture
forest
range
other:

)-i7 classes
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

DOUGLAS

GILLIAM

HOOD RIVER

JACKSON

1.

base maps

a

b,e

b,f,g

a

2.

scales

1:L,800
1:9,600

1:125,000

1:12,000

i:9,600
1:12,000
1:20,000

1:30,000
n/r

fir

fir

fir

a,c,d

a,c,d,f

a,b,c,d

a,b,c,d

X
X

X
X

1d2,000
3.

projection

Li.

base information

5.

categories:
conunercia].

n/r

X
X

industrial
urban
residential X
urban
rural
sing. family
mult. family
recreation/
parks
public
X
vacant
agriculture
forest
range
duplex
other:
apartment
mobile court

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
open space
mobile
court

X
X
X
X
X
institutiona].
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

'QUESTIONS

JEFFERSON

JOSEPHINE

KLANATH

LANE

1.

base maps

c,e,g

a,b,d,g

a,e,g

a,b,e,g

2.

scales

1:63,360
1:125,000

1:11.,800

1:2,kOO
1:125,000

1:12,000
primarily

1:9,600
1:24,000

3.

projection

fir

n/r

n/r

fir

11..

base infor-

a,c,e

a,b,c,d

undetermined

a,b,c,d,f

fir
X
X

undetermined
X
X

X

X

ination

5.

categories:
commercial
industrial
urban
residential
urban
rural
sing. family
mult. family
recreation!
parks
public
vacant
agriculture
forest
range
other:

X
X

X
inten. ag.
exten. ag.
special interest
landscape mgxnt.

pasture/ag.
'brusbiand.
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APPENDIX A,

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

LINCOLN

LINN

NALHEUR

MARION

1

base maps

f

a,f,g

a,e,g

g

2.

scales

1:4,800

1:4,800
1:20,000

1:9,600

3.

projection

fir

1:4,800
1:9,600
1:24,000
1:30,000
fir

mercator

planimetric

4.

base information

a,b,c,d

a,c,d,e

a,c,d.,e,f

a,b,c ,d

5.

categories:
commercial
industrial
urban
residential
urban
rural
sing. family
mult. family
recreation/
parks
public
vacant
agriculture
forest
range
other:

X
X

X

n/r

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

natural
light indust.
resources heavy indust.
special
future develop.

X
X
X
floodplain
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE

FIVE1

COUNTIES

'QUESTIONS

NIJLTNONAH

POLK

SHERMAN

TILLAMOOK

1.

base maps

f

e,f

e,f

a,b,c ,d,e,g

2.

scales

1:12,000

19,600

1 :-t,8O0

1:4,800

1:63,360

1: 24,000
fir

3.

projection

4.

base infor- a,b,d
mation

5.

categories:
commercial
X
industrial
urban
residential
urban
rural
sing. fainilyX

n/r

n/r

n/r

a,b,c ,d

a,b,d

a,b,c

X
x

X
X

X

X
X

mult. familyX
recreation/
parks

x

public
vacant
agriculture
forest
range

X

other:

x
X
semi- public
duplex
resi.
mobile home
construction
light indust.

heavy ind.ust.

indust. park
ag. and vacant
parks and services
specific sites

genera.].
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RESPONSES TO QUESTION 3 OIE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

UNATILLA

WALLOWA

WASCO

WASHINGTON

1.

base maps

a,f,g

c,e,f

e

f

2.

scales

1:4,800
1:24,000

1:125,000

1:63,360
1:125,000

1,2,400
1:4,800

1 :48,000

3.

projection orthophoto

n/r

polyconic

fir

1.

base ml or- a,b,c ,d

a,c

a,c,d

a,b,c

ination

5.

categories:
commercial X
industrial X
urban
residential
urban
rural

sing. familyX
mult. familyX
recreation/
parks
X
public
X
vacant
agriculture X
forest
range
specific
other:
sites

-t

X
X
X
X
x

X

designated.

X
x
X
forest/range
wheat
orchards

wilderness
rural
service
inten. ag.
gen. ag.
grazing & timber
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ONE - FIVE1

COUNTIES

QUESTIONS

WHEELER

1. base maps

e

2. scales

n/r

3.

projection

fir

1i.

base infor-

a,c,d,e

categories&

fir

mation
5.

conunercial

industrial

urban

residential
urban

rural
sing. family

mult. family

recreation/
parks
public
vacant
agricu]. ture

forest

range
others

